
Bridging Yukon’s Waters 

Above: Donjek River Bridge     Government of Yukon 

Above and Left: The Donjek 

River was first spanned 

with a temporary pontoon 

bridge, which was put to 

use while a stronger bridge 

was constructed,  only to 

be replaced again a few 

years later.  The current        

concrete span was built in 

2006 

Yukon Archives, R.A. Cartter fonds, 

#1498 

Below: The First Bridge in 

the Yukon was constructed 

before the Gold Rush at the 

early mining camp of Forty 

Mile. Built to span a      

backwater channel of the 

Yukon River, it joined the   

island upon which the bulk 

of the town was built, to the 

mainland surrounding it.  It 

was washed away in the 

flooding that occurred in the 

spring of 1896.  

RCMP Historical Collection,         

Catalogue Number 1934.15.6 

Below: Typical cross-section  

of the pile construction for 

the Eagle River Bridge on the 

Dempster Highway,         

constructed in 1977, with 

special design features to     

address permafrost         

conditions. 

Hibbert and Beauchamp, 1978: 140 

Left: Early bridge building in 

the Yukon was never easy.  

Here, high run-off threatens 

a temporary pontoon bridge 

during the construction of 

the Alaska Highway, 1942 

Above: The first bridge over 

the Klondike River was 

started at the height of the 

Klondike Gold Rush during 

the summer of 1898.      

Designed by Rufus Buck, a             

mechanical engineer from      

Seattle, it was financed by 

two men named Howard 

and Roberts, and           

constructed by local       

contractors Kruppler and 

Albertson.  Constructed as 

a toll bridge, it consisted of 

a 250 foot suspension span 

and 1,000 feet of trestle 

work. 

US Geological Survey, Mendenhall 

photo mwc 00168  

Above: This railroad bridge 

at Carcross ca. 1902 was 

designed to swing open to 

allow lake and river    

steamers to pass from    

Bennett Lake to Tagish Lake. 

Below: The Slims River Bridge 

was a 364 metre (1,195 foot) 

span, built of timber cut in a 

temporary mill set up beside 

the river. Only 3.7 metres (12 

feet) wide, several pull-outs 

had to be constructed along 

the span so that vehicles could 

pass each other. This was          

replaced by a more            

substantial structure in the 

early 1950s. The current 

bridge was in place by 2010. 

Yukon Archives,  Cartter fonds #  1496 
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Providing safe, reliable and inexpensive transportation was one of 

the main challenges to making mines and other operations       

profitable in the Yukon. Early day transportation was by foot, pack 

horse or, in the winter, with dog teams, all of which moved small 

loads of goods. Construction of wagon roads and railways allowed 

larger loads to be hauled over longer distances, dramatically       

reducing the cost of transporting goods over northern routes. But 

the roads would not be of much use without bridges.  

Building bridges was not easy in the north in the early days.  The 

sites were isolated and difficult to reach.  The equipment was      

often inadequate for the challenge. Waiting for supplies meant 

lengthy delays. Crews were often forced to work in conditions of 

extreme cold where every aspect of construction was made more 

difficult.  

Permafrost only made the difficulties greater. The holes for pilings 

had to be carefully drilled – or steamed - into the frozen ground 

with as little disturbance as possible. The piles were greased and 

wrapped before installation, in order to reduce the risk of the   

permafrost forcing them to move. Then the ice had to be allowed 

to reform before insulating the ground to reduce thermal           

disturbance. 

High water threatened many of the early Yukon bridges, often 

washing them away in the spring. During the construction of the 

Alaska Highway, the military even posted sentries to warn         

travellers of potential washouts. 

Lacking experience with northern conditions, engineers had to   

improvise and develop unique building techniques through trial 

and error. Today, Yukon bridges are substantial structures over 

which hundreds of thousands of people cross without giving them 

a second thought. 
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Above: Slims River Bridge     Government of Yukon 


